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WRC HANDOUTS: AN OVERVIEW 
 

This set of handouts is based on questions that students have asked at the Writing Resources Center. It makes 

no claim to completeness; a plethora of handbooks, style guides and online resources are available for anyone 

who wants a definitive, comprehensive overview of writing issues. Instead, these handouts address specific 

questions and problems that standard academic writing resources do not necessarily cover as individual topics. 

It is a work in progress and suggestions for new handouts are always welcome: just send an e-mail to writing-

center@as.uni-heidelberg.de 

  

mailto:writing-center@as.uni-heidelberg.de
mailto:writing-center@as.uni-heidelberg.de
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GENERAL WRITING TOPICS 
WRITING AN OUTLINE 
An outline presents an overview of the argument as well as the contents of the paper. Many writers find it useful 
to develop an outline of their paper before starting to write, so they know which points they want to make and 
the order in which they want to make them. Working with an outline also makes it easier to write individual 
sections of a paper out of order, since it is always clear where each section ‘fits’ in the overall argument.  This is 
especially useful when some sources are not available at the beginning of the writing process, such as when 
books have to be ordered from other libraries. 

In North America, outlines have a standard format that students are taught to use in school and later at 
university. This traditional format uses Roman numerals for the main headings, capital letters for the supporting 
points and Arabic numerals for sub-points: 

I Introduction 

II First main claim 

A. Supporting point 

1. Evidence/explanation 

2. More evidence/explanation 

3. Conclusion/transition to next supporting point 

B. Next supporting point 

1. Evidence/explanation 

2. More evidence/explanation 

3. Conclusion/transition to next supporting point 

III Second main claim … 

 
It is not unusual for American professors to require students to submit an outline of their term paper in advance 
to ensure that they are “on the right track”. If you are asked to turn in an outline, chances are good that the 
professor is expecting the standard US format, although some may prefer the standard German format. In 
Germany, only Arabic numerals are used, with whole numbers indicating main headings and decimals indicating 
sub-headings and sub-points (1., 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) In the UK and Australia, outlines have no standard format as 
they are generally regarded as personal writing aids. They are rarely assigned in college classes. 

The key feature of a good outline is that it presents the argument you wish to make along with enough 
information about the supporting points that your reader can figure out why you think your case is solid. This 
means you must present claims - not just topics - in a logical order that leads to a convincing conclusion. Thus 
an outline is not the same as a table of contents:  the table of contents simply lists section titles and page 
numbers, while an outline maps out your argument. 

Literature vs. linguistics 

Since linguistics papers often follow the scientific model, section headings are often the same and sub-

headings and sub-points follow a standard schema: 
I. Introduction 

II. Theory/Method 

A. Overview of the research question 

B. Claims made by other scholars that you are testing in this study 

C. Overview of corpus/data collection methods 

III. Results 

IV. Discussion 

A. Explanation of results 

B. Comparison to results of similar/related studies 

V. Conclusion 

A. Overall evaluation of results 

B. Limitations of study 

C. Outlook for future research 

D. Value of present study for the field  
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In many linguistics papers – especially those that involve a corpus study or the evaluation of original data – the 

thesis statement actually appears in the conclusion. The introduction poses the research question or hypothesis 

under consideration but no claim to its validity can be made until after the study has been described and the 

results presented and discussed. 

 

Linguistics papers that explain concepts or compare approaches rarely follow this model, as they do not require 

a study or the presentation of research results. They tend to look more like literature papers in terms of 

structure. 

 

Literature papers have no standard model. For this reason, outlines of literature papers are generally longer 

and more detailed and the headings, subheadings and sub-points state claims, not just key words: 

 
I Introduction 

A. Attention-grabbing first sentence 

B. Introduction of the subject or topic of the paper 

C. Indication of contextual information: answers the questions who, when, what and where you are talking 

about 

D. Definition of important terms, if necessary 

E. Thesis statement 

II Main point (topic sentence or fragment thereof) 

A. Supporting point 

B. Supporting point 

1. Example or quotation 

2. Explanation of the example or quotation 

C. Analysis or commentary that links the main point back to the thesis 

III Second main point 

…. 

VI  Conclusion 

 
Note that the order of points in the introduction is not fixed.  Although it is advisable to start with an attention-
grabber and it is conventional to end with the thesis statement, there is no hard-and-fast rule.  It may be 
possible to describe the context in a compelling first sentence, for example, or it may make more sense to 
define key terms after the thesis statement (if your thesis depends on a particular definition of a given word, for 
instance.) 

 

Why bother outlining? 

Writing an outline before you start a paper can help you to develop a useful and coherent structure for your 
paper. An outline can also help you see where there are “holes” in your argument.  Reverse outlining, or 
developing an outline for a completed draft, can also help you to evaluate the effectiveness of your argument.  If 
you have difficulty deciding how to label a particular paragraph, chances are good that its main point is unclear.  
If three of your labels look remarkably similar, chances are good that your points are redundant.  Reworking 
your paper to make it more “outlinable” will increase the clarity and cohesion of your argument.  
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WRITING AN INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH 
An introductory paragraph usually has four elements: 

1. Catchy beginning 
2. Explanation of topic and why it is interesting 
3. Relevant contextual information 
4. Thesis statement 

Note: Do not include a road map in the first paragraph (Section 1 does this, section 2 does that)! If you want to 
include a prose version of your table of contents, it goes in a separate paragraph. Remember, the introduction 

to your paper usually contains several paragraphs, but only the first one is the introductory paragraph. 

Linguistics vs. Literature papers 

The introduction to a linguistics paper usually has three paragraphs: the introductory paragraph that presents 

the topic and thesis; a paragraph describing the study undertaken (corpus, questionnaire, etc.); and a third 

paragraph explaining the layout of the paper. In a literature paper, the middle paragraph is unnecessary and the 

last one is optional. 

Catchy beginning 

 Pithy quote followed by explanation: 
"It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, 
must be in want of a good wife.” While this statement may have been true in Jane Austen’s 
time, by the 1980s it was no longer a valid assumption. ... 

 A suggestion of mystery: 
Communication is unthinkable without deixis, but few people even know what it is. ... 

 Something everyone knows but hasn‘t really thought about: 
While Enlightenment ideals encouraged belief in the power and worth of the individual, they 
also allowed the growth of institutions designed to control individuals. 

Explanation of your topic and why it is interesting 

 Names the primary sources you plan to use, highlights their key aspects and suggests why your reader 
should care about them and the way you use them in the paper 

 Assume your reader has read the book, but not for a while, so you need to highlight the important bits. 

Relevant contextual information 

 Focuses your readers’ attention on the key facts and ideas they need to understand the rest of your 
argument. Explain only what your reader needs to know, such as background information about the 
author or historical context, the basic course of the story or design of the study, specifics about the 
genre or text type, the controversy among scholars that makes your question interesting or the fact that 
your topic has been neglected in the literature. 

Thesis statement 

 States a claim; does not make an announcement: 
o “Although Star Wars contains many elements of a coming-of-age story, it is best understood 

as a traditional saga in a futuristic setting.“ 
o NOT “This paper analyses Star Wars in regard to genre.“ 

 Often presents a contrast: 
o “Although X seems to be true, in fact it isn‘t.“ 
o “Despite obvious characteristic X, subtle feature Y is much more revealing.“ 
o “Most critics focus on X, but an analysis of Y suggests that Z is the crucial element“. 

Tip 

Just because it is called the introduction doesn’t mean you have to write it first. If you are having trouble, just jot 

down ideas for yourself, write the paper, and then go back and write the introduction properly.  
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EDITING A PAPER 
Overall 

 Try to get a sense of the paper’s overall argument, not just how one sentence leads to the next 

 Get out a pencil and mark the paper up as you read it. If possible, read it twice. 

Evaluating the paper 

1. Introduction: Does it do its job? 

a. Is the beginning catchy? 

b. Do you get all the information you need to understand the context? 

c. Is there a clear, controversial thesis statement? In other words, does the author make a claim 

(good) or announce his or her plans for the paper (not so good)? 

d. Do you think “so what?” or “prove it!” after reading it? 

2. Body 

a. Is the argument coherent, building from the first to the last event, the most obvious point to 

the coolest or most subtle point, or the most general case to the most specific? 

b. Is the register appropriate? (no contractions, no “you”, no needless uses of “get”, etc.) 

c. Are any questions left open? 

3. Individual paragraphs 

a. Are there too many quotes or too few? 

i. Too many: quotes that give facts, quotes that contain too much information, quotes 

that are supposed to speak for themselves 

ii. Too few: in literature papers, this means lots of “cf’s” but few direct quotes illustrating 

the points; in linguistics papers, this means too few examples of the phenomenon 

under consideration. 

b. Are there too many citations or too few? 

i. Too many: nearly every sentence has a citation, even when the information in some 

sentences is common knowledge or all come from the same source 

ii. Too few: the information might be common knowledge for an expert, but would not 

be obvious for a first-semester student who would love to know where to look for 

further information. 

c. Does any paragraph end with a quote (none should)? 

d. Does the author talk to the reader?  In other words, is the paper full of useless 

announcements of the author’s intentions (“the next section covers...”), admonishments (“in 

order to do X, Y needs to be considered...”), or statements of the obvious (“here we see 

that...”; “as previously mentioned...”)? 

4. Conclusion 

a. Is it a summary or does it wrap up the argument? In a linguistics paper, a summary is 

acceptable (“this paper analyzed...”) but it still needs to offer a concluding analysis; avoid 

summaries in literature papers. 

b. Does it offer an outlook for future research, phrased as “cool studies others could undertake” 

and not “stuff I probably should have covered but didn’t”? 

c. Does it end with a statement about the significance of the study or research (and not a 

description of something the paper doesn’t cover)? 

d. Does it answer the “so what?” question? 

5. Works Cited 

a. Is the style consistent, including capitalization? 

b. Are the items in alphabetical order? 

c. Are the items formatted with a hanging indent? 

d. Are book and journal titles in italics and article titles in “quotation marks”? 

e. Does every entry end with a period/full stop? 
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WRITING AN ABSTRACT 
Key features of a good abstract (in this order) 

 The title, keywords and terms or theories mentioned in the abstract all fit together 

 Catchy first sentence (can be a question) that includes concrete, specific information about the topic 

 Gap in the literature that this work fills or addresses 

 Thesis statement (your claim or hypothesis) 

 Method used to test the thesis 

 Results 

 Implications of your study 

Formal aspects 

 One paragraph - do not hit <ENTER> in the middle! - that does not exceed the word count 

Style 

 Make points in a logical order (like the one above) 

 Use present tense (by the time someone reads your paper, it exists in the present, not the future!) 

 Avoid fillers (“it can be seen that”, “we can conclude from this that”, non-essential adverbs like “highly”, 
“very”, “already”), announcements (“this paper shows”, or worse, “this paper tries to show”) and 
useless noun phrases (it is this that does that, there is this that results in that) and those that express 
action (“is expressive of”, “is indicative of”). Use “for example” sparingly. 

 Choose verbs wisely – as active and precise as possible  

 Do not use colloquial terms (get) or vague terms (certain, various) 

 When in doubt, start with the subject. Varying sentence beginnings is not a good strategy to make 
English papers sound more elegant. Do NOT start sentences with adverbs or other modifiers 
(“Especially nationalists claim”, “Certain is”, “Interesting is”, “Uncontested remains the claim” – all 
wrong!) 

 Two verbs are rarely better than one (“recognized and commented on the issue” – the second is 
impossible without the first) 

 Avoid using verbs as pre-modifiers – they are often incorrect (so “the samples chosen”, not “the 
chosen samples”) 

 Watch out for sneaky words: proof/prove, extend/extent, loose/lose, form/from; also own (always used 

with a possessive pronoun – “an own interpretation” does not exist) 

 Avoid “you” (colloquial) and “we” (unclear) and use “I” only to refer to yourself as a scholar, not yourself 
as the author 

 Use parallel construction for lists (all verbs, all nouns, all adjectives, not a mix); use “and”, not “or”, 
before the final item, as “or” always indicates an alternative, not an additional option 

How to improve style 

 Use a thesaurus and Google in combination – the thesaurus gives you a selection of possible words 
and Google tells you how they are used. Beware of using texts published outside Anglophone 
countries to confirm usage! 

The difference between an abstract and an introduction 

 An introduction offers more context and information than an abstract 

 An introduction consists of multiple paragraphs; an abstract is only one  

 An abstract offers a snapshot of the whole paper, including the conclusion, while an introduction gives 
readers the essential tools they need to follow the argument (context) 

o The introduction should launch the reader in the direction you want your argument to take 
o It can anticipate the results of your study, but it doesn’t have to. Remember that the suspense should 

lie in how you argue your points; your reader should not wonder what you are trying to prove  
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CITATIONS AND QUOTATIONS 
KEEPING TRACK OF SOURCES 
 
In the academic arena, it is crucial to distinguish your ideas from others’ ideas which you include in your texts. It 
is not only a clear sign of professionalism but also a way of avoiding plagiarism. This requires you to keep 
careful track of where your source material comes from and take notes in an appropriate way.  

Here are some tips for good recordkeeping while conducting research: 

1. Before you start browsing through any source, add it to your working bibliography, including all the 
information you will need in the bibliography or works cited list later. You don’t have to worry about 
formatting at this point. If you copy or scan and article, make sure to include the title page with publication 
information as well.  

2. After you have looked through a source, jot down a sentence or two about its main point and how you 
think it will be useful for your paper.  Does it support your thesis or offer a counterargument, provide 
background information or useful definitions? 

3. As far as possible, categorize your sources as you go to avoid repetition and confusion once you start 
writing. 

4. Write notes without looking at the original text, in your own words, and be sure to put direct quotes in 
quotation marks. Write down the page number of every idea or quote!  One of the most common forms of 
unintentional plagiarism is unattributed quotes, which can often be traced back to sloppy note-taking. 

There are several tools for keeping track of your sources systematically. If you like working with paper, you can 
use a notebook or index cards for this purpose. Alternatively, you can also use computer software which allows 
you to retrieve your notes digitally. One practical program that allows you to keep track of your sources is 
Zettelkasten. Especially popular in Germany, this freeware allows students to take short notes on separate 
sources with a useful interface.      

In addition, there are various computerized reference management systems. Among them, the most popular is 
probably EndNote. This software allows you to keep track of your sources, organize them and format them in 
the style you choose. It offers fields for keywords and research notes which you might use to compile your 
thoughts. Furthermore, most libraries allow you to export the citations of their holdings into EndNote easily – a 
facility that saves a lot of time. Once you are done with your Works Cited list, you can easily export your entries 
to word processing software such as Microsoft Word or OpenOffice. The online edition, called EndNote Web, 
can be accessed from anywhere.  

Citavi is another reference management software that is especially popular in German-speaking countries. Just 
like EndNote, it helps students keep track of their sources and organize their citations by taking notes. It also 
allows students to import references from libraries and databases export them to other reference management 
systems such as EndNote. The university library not only offers handouts on how to use EndNote and Citavi but 
also gives courses on how to use them effectively.  

There are other reference management systems such as Zotero and Mendeley. They have different interfaces 
and features but they all allow students and scholars to keep track their sources in an elegant and easy way. 
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IN-TEXT QUOTATIONS VERSUS BLOCK 
QUOTATIONS 
In-text quotation 

 Used to quote sentences, words or phrases no longer than four lines 

 Must be absolutely accurate: the original source has to be exactly reproduced  

 If changes are needed, they must be indicated in brackets or parentheses (note: spelling, capitalization 
and interior punctuation must not be changed without noting the changes in brackets!) 

 The sentence containing or introducing the quotation has to be grammatically correct 
 

Examples:  According to Charles Dickens, the eighteenth century was both “the best of times” and “the 
worst of times” for the French people. 

Joseph Conrad writes of the company manager in Heart of Darkness, “he was obeyed, yet he 
inspired neither love nor fear, nor even respect.”  

 
Note: If a quotation ending a sentence requires a parenthetical reference, place the sentence period after the 
reference: 

“He was obeyed”, writes Joseph Conrad of the company manager in Heart of Darkness, “yet he 
inspired neither love nor fear, nor even respect” (87). 

 

Block quotation 

 Used when quotations extend to more than four lines 

 Format: begin a new line, indent 2.5 cm from the left margin, single-space, no quotation marks 

 If you quote two or more paragraphs, indent the first line of each paragraph an additional 0.5 cm 
 

Example I:  At the conclusion of Lord of the Flies, Ralph and the other boys realize the horror of their  
actions: 

 
The tears began to flow and sobs shook him. He gave himself up to them now for the 
first time on the island; great, shuddering, spasms of grief that seemed to wrench his 
whole body. His voice rose under the black smoke before the burning wreckage of 
the island, and infected by that emotion, the other little boys began to shake and sob 
too. (186)  

 
Example II:  In Moll Flanders, Defoe maintains the pseudoautobiographical narration typical of the  

picaresque tradition. 
My true name is so well known in the records, or registers, at Newgate and in the Old 
Bailey, and there are some things of such consequence still depending there relating 
to my particular conduct, that it is not to be expected I should set my name or the 
account of my family to this work… It is enough to tell you, that […] some of my worst 
comrades, who are out of the way of doing me harm […] know me by the name of 
Moll Flanders. (1)  

 
Remember that quotations should usually be used to illustrate important points; they do not speak for 
themselves. A quotation can only enhance your argument if you interpret it and its significance for your reader. 
For this reason, use quotations selectively. 
 
 
 
Helpful references: 
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (2009). The Modern Language Association of America, New 
York. 
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CITING FROM AN ONLINE CORPUS  
Citing examples from an online corpus 

If you decide to include research results from an online corpus in your paper, you have to use its full name in the 
first reference, such as “the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)” with a reference to its entry in 
your bibliography. After the first citation, you are free to use an abbreviation, like COCA or BNC (British National 
Corpus).   
Do not use the creator’s name in your in-text reference; the name of the corpus is enough. 
 

Referring to the corpus in your bibliography 

If you cite entries from an online corpus such as the COCA, you have to include it in your bibliography. 
According to the MLA’s guidelines, the reference should look like this:  
 

Surname of the author, name of the author. Name of the corpus. Date of publication. Medium of  
publication. Date of Access. <URL>. 
 

Example (COCA):  
 

Davies, Mark. The Corpus of Contemporary American English: 450 million words, 1990 present. 2008.  

Web. 19 March 2015. <http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/>  
 

The MLA no longer recommends including the URL. However, do include it if your instructor requires it or you 
think that it might be difficult for your reader to locate the website without the URL. Place it at the end of the 
reference after the date of access, a period and a space. Add angle brackets before and after the URL and a 
period at the end. If you have to divide the URL, do not add any hyphens and only break it after a slash (or the 
double slashes after the http).  
 
Note: Don’t forget to record the date you visited any website you want to cite from! Online publications can be 

updated at any time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Helpful references: 
http://corpus.byu.edu/faq.asp#cite 
 
Adapted from: 
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. New York: The Modern Language Association of America, 
2009. 
  

http://corpus.byu.edu/faq.asp#cite
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CITING FILMS AND TV SERIES 
MLA style 

 
You have a certain amount of leeway when it comes to citing a movie in MLA style. 
 
You can emphasize the contributions of the director, performers, producers, if you so choose, and that then 
determines what goes into parentheses in your in-text citation. For example, you could cite the following movie 
like this: 
 
A Paralyzing Fear: The Story of Polio in America. Dir. Nina Gilden Seavey. Perf. Olympia Dukakis. Viacom 

Media Networks, 1998. Videocassette. 
 

Note that you could also just label it a "Film" rather than a "Videocassette", or not include the medium at all. 
 
"A Paralyzing Fear" would go into parentheses in your in-text citation (In the alphabetized works cited list, the 
entry is treated as starting with the letter "P"). 
 
You may, however, choose to emphasize the director's contribution: 
 
Gilden Seavey, Nina, dir. A Paralyzing Fear: The Story of Polio in America. Perf. Olympia Dukakis. Viacom 

Media Networks, 1998. Film. 
 

In this case, "Gilden Seavey" would appear in parentheses in your in-text citation. 
 
Citing episodes of TV series is more straightforward: 
 
“Title of episode or segment”. Title of Program. Name of Network (if there is one), call letters of local 

broadcaster, broadcast date. Medium. 
 
Here is an example: 
 
“44: Sons of the Harpy”. Game of Thrones. HBO. 5 May 2015. TV Series. 
 
Just like with films, you can add information about the people involved (director, producer, actors, etc.) if you 
want to highlight their contributions; then rearrange your citation accordingly.  
 
 

Chicago Style 

For formatting and citation information, see the Chicago Manual of Style online, 16th edition, Section 15.53 

(available in HEIDI) 
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PLAGIARISM 
 
Plagiarism is the unacknowledged citation, paraphrase, or summary of another’s words – that is, if you do not 
indicate that you are citing or paraphrasing (i.e., by using quotation marks in the text and/or a corresponding 
entry in a bibliography), then you are plagiarizing. The source of plagiarized material is unimportant – the words 
could be taken from primary or secondary literature, reference works, dictionaries, or from the Internet. It is also 
important to note that copying, imitating, or paraphrasing the structure or order of another’s argument also 
counts as plagiarism. 

Plagiarism includes the following: 
 

 Copying text from another source into your paper without putting it in quotation marks and citing it 
appropriately 

 Paraphrasing or summarizing the work of others without citing the ideas as theirs 

 Including images, charts or other graphics in your paper without citing their sources 

 Using ideas or information (such as statistics) developed by others without reference 

 Turning in a paper you did not write yourself 

 

Plagiarism is a very serious offence: it is the most extreme case of academic dishonesty, and is also a violation 
of the intellectual property rights of others. Committing plagiarism can have very serious consequences, from 
being given a failing grade on your assignment or in your class, up to expulsion (Exmatrikulation).  Deliberate 
plagiarism is considered cheating and as such is a violation of the Landeshochschulgesetz as well as the 
regulations of the university.  

See the university’s official “Satzung zur Sicherung guter wissenschaftlicher Praxis” available at http://www.uni-
heidelberg.de/imperia/md/content/zentral/uni/sicherung_guter_wissenschaftlicher_praxis_fehlverhalten.pdf for 
specifics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful references: 

Guidelines for the Preparation of Seminar Papers, Studienführer des Anglistischen Seminars, available at 

http://bigapple.as.uni-heidelberg.de/Studienfuehrer/  

http://tlt.psu.edu/plagiarism/student-tutorial/why-plagiarism-is-wrong 
  

http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/imperia/md/content/zentral/uni/sicherung_guter_wissenschaftlicher_praxis_fehlverhalten.pdf
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/imperia/md/content/zentral/uni/sicherung_guter_wissenschaftlicher_praxis_fehlverhalten.pdf
http://bigapple.as.uni-heidelberg.de/Studienfuehrer/
http://tlt.psu.edu/plagiarism/student-tutorial/why-plagiarism-is-wrong
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LANGUAGE 
 

AMERICAN VERSUS BRITISH ENGLISH 
SPELLING 
 
It is common knowledge that there are some differences between British and American English. These 
differences are not only variations in pronunciation but also in spelling. In any given paper, it is important to use 
EITHER British OR American spelling consistently. Below is a list of common words in which American and 
British English spelling differ from each other: 

 
Words ending in –re 
Words that end in -re in British English often end in -er in American English: 

 

British English American English 
centre center 

fibre fiber 

litre liter 

theatre theater or theatre 

 
 
Words ending in -our 
Words ending in -our in British English usually end in -or in American English: 
 

British English American English 
colour color 

flavour flavor 

humour humor 

labour labor 

neighbour neighbor 

 
 
Words ending in -ize or -ise 
Verbs that can be spelled with either -ize or -ise at the end in British English are always spelled with -ize at the 
end in American English: 
 

British English American English 
apologise or apologize apologize 

recognise or recognize recognize 

organise or organize organize 

 
 
Words ending in –yse 
Verbs that end in -yse in British English are always spelled -yze in American English: 
 

British English American English 
analyse analyze 

breathalyse breathalyze 

paralyse paralyze 
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Words ending in a vowel plus l 

When a verb ends with a vowel and an l in British English, and you need to add suffix to the verb that begins 
with a vowel, you have to double the l. In American English, the l is often not doubled: 
 

British English American English 
travel travel 

travelled traveled 

travelling traveling 

traveller traveler 

fuelled fueled 

fuelling fueling 

 
 
Words spelled with double vowels 
British English words that are spelled with the double vowels ae or oe are just spelled with an e in American 

English: 
 

British English American English 
manoeuvre maneuver 

oestrogen estrogen 

paediatric pediatric 

encyclopaedia  encyclopedia 

 
NOTE that in American English, certain terms, such as archaeology, keep the ae spelling as standard, although 
the spelling with just the e (i.e. archeology) is often acceptable as well. 
 
 
Nouns ending with –ence 
Some nouns that end with -ence in British English are spelled -ense in American English: 
 

British English American English 
defence defense 

licence license 

offence offense 

pretence pretense 

 
 
Nouns ending with –ogue 
Some nouns that end with -ogue in British English end with either -og or -ogue in American English: 
 

British English American English 
analogue analog or analogue 

catalogue catalog or catalogue 

dialogue dialog or dialogue 
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Here is a list of other common spelling differences: 
 

British English American English 
amongst or among  among 

whilst or while while 

afterwards afterward 

backwards backward 

downwards downward 

forwards forward 

towards toward 

upwards upward 

grey gray 

licence (noun)/license (verb) license (noun)/license (verb) 

organisation organization 

orientate/orient orient 

ageing aging 

per cent percent 

sceptic skeptic 

further further: non-physical distance 

farther: a greater distance 

 

 

NOTE: Students often believe that different to and different than are used in British and American English, 

respectively. Both are grammatically incorrect. The correct usage in both BE and AE is different from. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from: 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/british-and-american-spelling 
http://www.eia.gov/about/eiawritingstyleguide.pdf 
 
 

Helpful Links: 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/british-and-american-terms 
 
  

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/british-and-american-spelling
http://www.eia.gov/about/eiawritingstyleguide.pdf
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/british-and-american-terms
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IF CLAUSES / CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 
Type I  

The condition is possible and very likely to be fulfilled.  

Tense: Simple Present will-Future/modal auxiliary verb 

Example I: If the system produces false alarms, users will quickly become confused about 

the computer.  

Example II: If the employees do not share the same 

goal, 

the director should come up with a new plan 

for the future of the company.  

Useful question: “Was ist, wenn…?” 

 

Type II 

The condition is possible, but not very likely to be fulfilled.  

Tense: Simple Past Conditional I 

Example I: If every business on the globe announced 

one single initiative against hunger, 

Africa would be a more livable continent. 

Example II: If the parliament passed the new higher 

education law before the next summer,  

more people could receive higher education 

in the country.   

Useful question: “Was wäre, wenn…?” 

 

Type III 

The condition cannot be fulfilled (because it refers to the past).  

Tense: Past Perfect Conditional II 

Example I: If the European Union had been more 

careful about the economy, 

we would not have experienced the 

economic crisis in the late 2000s.  

Example II: If Newton had not formulated the law of 

gravitation in the 17th century, 

most of the discoveries that are based on 

his law could not have been made.     

Useful question: “Was wäre gewesen, wenn…?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helpful references: 

http://www.ego4u.com/en/cram-up/grammar/conditional-sentences  

http://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/grammar/if.htm  

http://www.ego4u.com/en/cram-up/grammar/conditional-sentences
http://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/grammar/if.htm
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JOINING CLAUSES 
Every sentence contains at least one main clause. A main clause may form the part of a compound sentence or 

a complex sentence, but it is also meaningful on its own, as in this example: 

 

Increasing the effectiveness of farming requires direct government 
intervention in times of difficulty. 

[main clause] 

 
Compound sentences are made up of two or more main clauses linked by a conjunction such as and, but, or so, 

as in the following examples: 
 

Scottish farmers went on a strike in 1924 and 
they demanded that the Minister of 

Agriculture resign. 

[main clause] [conjunction] [main clause] 

 

The farmers at this first meeting represented 
a variety of regions and political views 

but 
they had come together to pursue similar 

aims. 

[main clause] [conjunction] [main clause] 

 
Subordinate clauses 

 
A subordinate clause depends on a main clause for its meaning. Together with a main clause, a subordinate 
clause forms part of a complex sentence. Here are two sentences containing subordinate clauses: 

 

After publishing his dissertation on the farm novel in 
the US, 

he was tenured at the university where he was 
already working. 

[subordinate clause] [main clause] 

 

They convened the first Human Rights Conference in 
Strasbourg, 

where the European Court of Human Rights is 
located.  

[main clause] [subordinate clause] 

 
Connecting one specific type of subordinate clause called relative clause can be problematic, though. 
 
Relative clauses 

 
A relative clause is a subordinate clause that modifies a noun or a noun phrase and thereby gives further 
information. A relative clause is connected to a main clause by a word such as which, that, whom, whose, when, 
where, or who: 

 

To celebrate their graduation, the young astronomers 
went to Greenwich,  

where Great Britain had established the Royal 
Observatory in 1675.    

[main clause] [relative clause] 

 

The minister of agriculture defined the elite farmer as a 
professional,  

who deserved respect and emulation because 
of his expertise, not just his family name. 

[main clause] [relative clause] 

 

Farmers pledged twenty dollars per year to start a 
society  

that would organize national agricultural 
exhibitions and promote rational farming 

[main clause] [relative clause] 
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It can be difficult to decide when to use that and when to use which or who in relative clauses. In fact, often that 
is interchangeable with which or who. 
 

The first agricultural organizations of the late 
eighteenth century began as self-help associations, 

which soon became advocates of agricultural 
reforms and liberal economic policies. 

The first agricultural organizations of the late 
eighteenth century began as self-help associations 

that soon became advocates of agricultural 
reforms and liberal economic policies. 

[main clause] [relative clause] 

 

Many farmers were cheated by unscrupulous 
salesmen, 

who bought fertilizer from the factories and 
replaced or diluted it with worthless filler. 

Many farmers were cheated by unscrupulous 
salesmen 

that bought fertilizer from the factories and 
replaced or diluted it with worthless filler. 

[main clause] [relative clause] 

 
Relative clauses are divided into restrictive relative clauses and non-restrictive relative clauses: 

 
Restrictive relative clauses 

 
A restrictive relative clause (also known as a defining relative clause) gives essential information about a noun 

that comes before it. Without this clause, the sentence would be difficult to understand. A restrictive relative 
clause can be introduced by that, which, whose, who, or whom. You should not place a comma before a 
restrictive relative clause: 
 

 The European Union dismissed the old 
regulation 

which prohibited uncontrolled cultivation of several 
species.   

The European Union dismissed the old 
regulation 

that prohibited uncontrolled cultivation of several 
species.   

[main clause] [restrictive relative clause] 

 
You can also leave out that or which in some restrictive relative clauses: 
 

 Thomas Piketty wrote the modern “Das 
Kapital”  

(which/that) almost every economist has been 
discussing recently.  

[main clause] [restrictive relative clause] 

 
Non-restrictive relative clauses 

 
A non-restrictive relative clause (or a non-defining relative clause) provides extra information that can be left 

out without affecting the meaning or structure of the sentence. Non-restrictive relative clauses are normally 
introduced by which, whose, who, or whom, but never by that. You should place a comma before them: 
 

This is the main building of the European 
Commission,  

which manages the day-to-day business of the EU.  

[main clause] [non-restrictive relative clause] 

 
If a non-restrictive relative clause is in the middle of a sentence, you should put commas before and after it: 
 

President Taft, who had fallen asleep on the sofa, suddenly roused himself. 

 [non-restrictive relative clause]  

 

Adapted from: 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/clauses 
  

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/clauses
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WORDS THAT DO NOT EXIST IN ENGLISH 
 

The following list contains words that you might have thought exist in English, but are actually written differently 

or are simply not used anymore.  

 

What you might think is correct:    What you actually want to say: 

addicting  addictive  

administrate administer 

afterall  after all 

alot a lot 

alright all right 

aswell as well 

champaign champagne 

couth the opposite of ‘uncouth’ is ‘refined’ or ‘sophisticated’ 

disconcerning disconcerting (unsettling, worrisome) 

doubtlessly doubtless 

discriminated (as a predicate) discriminated against 

exident accident 

exploitive exploitative 

inconsequent inconsequential (or inconsistent, if you are thinking of 

the German inkonsequent) 

irregardless regardless 

kindergarden kindergarten 

Medieval ages Middle Ages 

mischievious mischievous 

nevermind never mind 

noone no one 

over-exaggerated exaggerated 

paralyzation paralysis 

predominately predominantly 

preventative preventive 

readably readily 

reocurrent recurrent 

repungent repugnant 

self-worth self-esteem 

should/could/would of should/could/would have 

supposably supposedly 

supremist supremacist 

theirselves themselves 

thusfar thus far 

thusly thus 

to think on to think about 

tore up torn up 

undoubtably undoubtedly 
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DUE TO / OWING TO 
 
Although for most English speakers, due to and owing to have become interchangeable in everyday 

communication, there are still differences between the two phrases in written communication.  
 
Due to functions like an adjective, describing primarily nouns, pronouns and noun phrases (but not verbs):  

 
His defeat was due to the lottery issue. 

His failure was due to the fact that he had not studied hard enough.  
His infertility was due to his high scrotal temperature. 

 
 
In these examples, the defeat and failure are attributable to, caused by, resulting from the subsequent reasons.  
 
On the other hand, owing to is technically an adverbial prepositional phrase, although it can describe nouns or 

adjectives as well as verbs. British writers tend to use it instead of ‘due to’ as most were taught never to begin 
sentences with ‘due to’, resulting in a general fear of the phrase. 
 

Owing to illness, Prof. Abernathy’s class is cancelled today. 
Owing to flooding, Riverside Drive had to be closed to traffic. 

Harry’s reluctance to declare his love, owing to his unpleasant experiences with women in the past, is only 
explained in the final conversation with Larissa. 

 
In these examples, owing to is used to mean as a result of, because of, on account of the subsequent reasons.  

 
The use of due to and owing to is not compulsory and often not necessary.  In general, their synonyms sound 

better.  
 
 
Note: Due to and owing to should not be confused with due and owing. Due can be an adverb meaning 
directly, exactly (To visit Santa, travel due North), a noun meaning that which is owed (Give the man his due) 
and an adjective meaning payable (The bill is now due); owing is an adjective meaning not yet paid (Your 
subscription is still owing).   
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KNOW, UNDERSTAND, GRASP, COMPREHEND, 
APPREHEND, GET, REALIZE  
 

know 

Used when referring to certain information memorized or gained as a result of experience (indicates familiarity). 

Example: Jane knows she can never marry without her father’s permission. 

understand 

Used when you grasp the full meaning of certain information / a situation OR comprehend information in a way 

that you can relate aspects to each other 

Example: She understands the concept of optimism, but rarely acts on it. 

Also used in the sense of “I have been told”, as in “I understand you are looking for a job, is that right? 

grasp 

Metaphor for “understand”, can be used as a synonym, but has a different connotation (“to get hold of”) 

Example: The prime minister fails to grasp the nature of the current crisis. 

comprehend 

Similar to “understand”, but has a spatial connotation: used when you understand the full meaning of a subject 

as well as everything surrounding it (you “embrace” it) – deeper than “understand” 

Example: The human mind cannot comprehend the infinite. 

apprehend 

Weaker than “understand”, used when you only have a certain sense of something 

Example: As far as I could apprehend, she overreacted after hearing the news.   

Note: When “apprehend” is used with a direct object, it means “to catch”, as in “to catch/apprehend a thief”. To 

keep the meaning of understanding in this construction, use a synonym like “figure out” or “tell” 

get 

Synonym for “understand”, but in a very low register. 

Example: I don’t get why she didn’t just tell him the truth. 

realize 

Used when you thought about something and suddenly understand its meaning (because something happened 

that makes you understand it) 

Example: I didn’t realize that had left my purse at home until I wanted to get out my ticket at the bus stop. 

Note: “realize” is sometimes used with a direct object to convey the sense of “to make real”, but only when the 

subject is something unreal, like hopes or dreams, not when it is something concrete, like a project or profits. 
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DO VERSUS MAKE 
 

Unfortunately, there are no easy rules to follow when deciding whether to use do or make in English. 

Do 

In general, do is used to describe indefinite activities and answers questions starting with ‘what.’ Moreover, do is 
used to talk about duties, jobs or (leisure) activities. 
 
The European Union expects economically poorer members to do their homework to solve their financial 
problems.  

Climate researchers not only documented global warming, they also did a substantial project to increase public 
awareness about the issue.  

Dr. Stevens did a study on the development stages of mammals. 

Swiss dentists did groundbreaking research about dental caries in the 19th century.   

 

Make 

In general, make is used when talking about constructing, creating or performing something. 
 

Prof. Johnson made three suggestions to his students and left it to them to make the final decision about their 
topic. 

The university has made all the arrangements for the conference and I’ve made a great effort to be active during 
the presentations. 

As usual, the prime minister made several excuses and left the press conference, which made reporters angry. 

When Mr. Newton made discoveries, he was often not aware of their future use. 
 

 
 
 
Below is a list of common phrases which are used with do and make: 
 
Do research   Make an announcement 
Do a study        Make an application 
Do a presentation       Make a comment 
Do business (with somebody)      Make an appointment 
Do work        Make a discovery 
Do an assignment      Make an enquiry 
Do a degree / a course       Make progress 
Do a project       Make a statement 
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USE VERSUS USAGE 
 
 
Use and usage have similar meanings but they are not interchangeable. Usage is not simply a more elegant 
form of use. 

 
Use refers literally to the act of using. Its closest synonym is “employment”, as in “the employment of tablet 
computers in the classroom has revolutionized teaching”. 
 
Usage refers to a convention or habit, not simply to the act of using something.  
 
Usage is most often used to refer to language. A paper about syntactic changes in verb phrases is about verb 
usage – how common rules about verb phrases changed over time.  By contrast, a paper about the kinds of 
verbs appearing primarily in social media is about verb use – how people employ particular verbs.  
 
Usage is also used to describe patterns of consumption, usually of uncountable goods like electricity, water, 
services, etc. 
 
Here is a sentence that may help to clarify the difference: 

This device measures your daily water use to help track your household water usage. 

In other words, the device measures how much water flows from your faucet each day – this is your daily water 
use. Then it puts the data from a longer period of time into a chart, which shows a pattern (you use more water 
in summer than in winter, for instance) – this is your water usage. 
 
A usage mistake is one in which the writer has chosen the wrong word even though the grammar may still be 
correct, such as 

“Anakin Skywalker fell into a river of melted lava” 

when it should be 

“Anakin Skywalker fell into a river of molten lava” 

(lava can’t be melted, because it is not lava when it is solid; molten is an adjective meaning hot and 

liquid). 

Frequently, usage mistakes have to do with tenses: writing “The author has written the book in 2011” is an 
example of incorrect usage, since a reference to a specific time in the past requires the past tense, not the 
present perfect. 

When in doubt, go with use. In nearly every case where usage is correct, use is also correct – but the reverse 

is not true. 
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PUNCTUATION 
COMMAS AFTER INTRODUCTORY WORDS, 
PHRASES AND CLAUSES  
Use commas after introductory clauses, phrases and words that come before the main clause.  

Introductory clauses with the following starter words should be followed by a comma: after, although, as, 
because, if, since, when, while and though among others.  
 

While agrarian elites used their political influence to push import tariffs on grains as high as possible, 
they did not do so instead of rationalizing or modernizing their farms. 

Although the fiscal policy in the EU requires banks to keep strong track of money transfers, some 
businesses always find ways to avoid paying tax. 

Because the agrarian elites retained a degree of political power far greater than their weakening 
economic position dictated, Germany was unable to adapt its social and political structures to fit its 
industrialized society. 

 

However, you should not put a comma after the main clause when a dependent (subordinate) clause follows 

it except in cases of extreme contrast.  
 

Incorrect: The ship was late to the dock, because the customs officers had to interrogate the captain 
about the hidden barrels in the engine room. 

Incorrect: The crew was waiting for their captain, while he was responding to the usual questions. 

Correct: The customs officers were quite disappointed about the small amount of drugs in the barrels, 
although they had found enough evidence to arrest the captain. 

Common introductory phrases that should be followed by a comma include participial and infinitive 
phrases, absolute phrases and long prepositional phrases (over four words). Here are some examples:  

 
Having completed the report about the case that dominated the media, the lawyer delivered it to the 
journalists. 

To obtain membership in the organization, member countries have to invest 10 million Euros into the 
fund every year. 

Soon after the polls closed and the initial projections were posted, the conservative party and the 
nationalists announced that they would establish a coalition. 

Common introductory words that should be followed directly by a comma include yes, however, still, indeed, 
moreover, furthermore and well.  

 
Well, the mistake in this important experiment brought his career to an end.  

Yes, the economic policy of the government has to be amended. 

Still, the limitations of such studies cannot be ignored. 

Indeed, he had known of the possibility all along. 
 

Common introductory words that should not be followed directly by a comma (unless the subsequent phrase or 
clause is bracketed by commas) include though, even, perhaps, whereas: 

 
Though they all categorized themselves as fluent speakers, 79% of the participants made at least one 
grammar error. 

Even Frank’s staunchest supporter could not ignore such a flagrant violation of the rules. 

Perhaps the fact that concept and Konzept are false friends explains the unusually high number of 
errors in this section. 
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Whereas the previous governor followed a policy of tolerance, the current administration is cracking 
down on offenders.  
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DASH (––) 
 

Generally, dashes are used to indicate a sharp break in the continuity of ideas in a phrase or a sentence. Even 
though the dash is one of the most versatile punctuation marks, your writing will be smoother and more 
readable if you use dashes sparingly. This handout covers em dashes—the most common dashes used in 

texts.  

Dashes are used in variety of ways: 

1. Use a dash to denote a sudden break in thought that causes an abrupt change in sentence structure: 

“Will he—can he—obtain the necessary signatures?” Mills said pointedly. 

The Platonic world of the static and the Hegelian world of process—how great the contrast! 

2. Use a dash in a dialogue to indicate that the speech of one person has been interrupted by another: 

“Well, I don’t know,” he began tentatively. “I thought I might—” 

“Might what?” she interrupted savagely. “Might what?” 

3. Use a dash to give emphasis or explanation by expanding a phrase occurring in the main clause: 

He had spent several hours carefully explaining the operation—an operation that would, he 
hoped, put an end to the resistance. 

4. Use a dash to introduce words that summarize a preceding series: 
 

Ruthlessness and acute sensitivity, greed and compassion—the main character’s 
contradictory qualities prevent any simple interpretation of the film. 

Broken promises, petty rivalries, and police harassment—such were the obstacles he 
encountered. 

 

In addition, a dash can take the place of commas, parentheses, or colons, depending on the context, as the 

following examples illustrate: 

1. A pair of dashes can be used in place of commas to enhance readability. Note, however, that dashes 
are always more emphatic than commas: 

And yet, when the car was finally delivered—nearly three months after it was ordered—she 
decided she no longer wanted it, leaving the dealer with an oddly equipped car that would be 
difficult to sell. 

2. A pair of dashes can replace a pair of parentheses. Dashes are considered less formal than 
parentheses; they are also more intrusive. If you want to draw attention to the parenthetical content, 
use dashes. If you want to include the parenthetical content more subtly, use parentheses. When 
dashes are used in place of parentheses, surrounding punctuation should be omitted. Compare the 
following examples: 
 

Upon discovering the errors (all 124 of them), the publisher immediately recalled the books. 

Upon discovering the errors—all 124 of them—the publisher immediately recalled the books. 
  
When used in place of parentheses at the end of a sentence, only a single dash is used: 
  

After three weeks on set, the cast was fed up with his direction (or, rather, lack of direction). 

After three weeks on set, the cast was fed up with his direction—or, rather, lack of direction. 
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3. A dash can be used in place of a colon when you want to emphasize the conclusion of your sentence. 
The dash is less formal than the colon: 

After months of deliberation, the jurors reached a unanimous verdict—guilty. 

 

NOTE: The dash is typically used without spaces on either side, although some newspapers tend to leave 
spaces before and after a dash.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from: 
http://www.thepunctuationguide.com/hyphen.html  
The Chicago Manual of Style. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993. Print.  
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. New York, NY: Modern Language Assoc. of America, 2009. 

Print  

http://www.thepunctuationguide.com/hyphen.html
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HYPHEN(-) 
 

The hyphen primarily forms compound terms.   

1. Use a hyphen to separate numbers that are not inclusive, such as telephone numbers and social 
security numbers: 

1-965-386-1110, 783-405-0927 

2. Use a hyphen in a compound adjective beginning with an adverb such as better, best, ill, lower, little, or 
well when the adjective precedes a noun: 

better-prepared ambassador 
best-known work 
ill-informed reporter 
lower-priced tickets 

Note 1: Do not use a hyphen when the compound adjective comes after the noun it modifies: 

The ambassador was better prepared than the other delegates. 

Note 2: Do not use a hyphen when the compound adjective begins with an adverb ending in –ly, too, very, or 
much. In that case, the hyphen is unnecessary because a misreading is unlikely: 

poorly executed turn 
thoughtfully presented thesis 
obviously contrived plot 

3. Use a hyphen to form an adjective out of two or more words when they appear immediately before the 
noun they modify: 

state-of-the-art equipment 
time-honored tradition 

4. Use a hyphen in a compound adjective formed by a number and a noun when the adjective precedes a 
noun: 
    early-thirteenth-century architecture 
   nineteenth-century literature 

one-time offer 
second-rate scholar 

5. Use a hyphen in other compound adjectives before nouns to prevent misreading: 

Portuguese-language student 

(The hyphen makes it clear that the term refers to a student who is studying Portuguese and not to a 
language student who is Portuguese.) 

6. Use a hyphen to join coequal nouns: 

scholar-athlete 
writer-critic 

7. Use hyphens in compound nouns: 

break-in 
brother-in-law 

BUT: be careful when forming the plural of compound nouns. If the hyphenated word is a compound of 
a phrasal verb and a preposition, the ‘s’ goes at the end of the whole word: 

Police reported several break-ins over the weekend. 

If the compound contains a noun, the ‘s’ is attached to the noun: 

His three brothers-in-law are all architects. 
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8. In general, do not use a hyphen after prefixes (e.g., anti-, co-, multi-, non-, over-, post-, pre-, re-, semi-, 

sub-, un-, under-): 
     antiwar 
     coworker 

multinational 
nonjudgmental 
overpay 

Except when the noun after the prefix starts with a capital letter or when the omission of a hyphen 

creates ambiguity: 
      post-Victorian 
      re-cover  

(The hyphen distinguishes this verb, meaning “cover again,” from recover, meaning “get back”  

or recuperate.”) 

 

 

Note: Hyphens must never be used interchangeably with dashes, which are noticeably longer. Second, there 

should never be spaces around hyphens: 
      INCORRECT: 300—325 people 
      INCORRECT: 300 - 325 people 
      CORRECT: 300-325 people 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Useful references: 
The Chicago Manual of Style. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993. Print.  
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. New York, NY: Modern Language Assoc. of America, 2009. 

Print. 
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SEMICOLON (;) 
 
The semicolon allows the writer to imply a relationship between ideas without actually stating that relationship. It 
can suggest the idea of “in other words” or “indeed” but also “consequently“ or even “yet”. 
 
In general, semicolons are used in three ways: 
 
 

1. Use a semicolon at the end of a sentence when the following sentence is closely connected in 
meaning: 

 
INDEPENDENT CLAUSE    ;                INDEPENDENT CLAUSE 

 
Global warming is seriously affecting the earth; its effects are becoming more and more visible in 
everyday life.  
 
Computer use is increasing in the world; computer crime is, too. 
 
The conference on conflict solution ended at dawn; the participating scholars and politicians had 
accomplished nothing. 
 
 

2. Use a semicolon before connective adverbs and transitional phrases when starting a new sentence 
would be cumbersome: 

 
Shakespeare wanted to avoid political problems; therefore, he often set his plays abroad. 
 
They thought they planned the experiment very well; however, they forgot one small factor. 
 
His party did not reach the threshold in the elections; in fact, they did not even receive 1% of the votes.   

 
 

3. Use a semicolon to separate items in a series when some of the items already contain commas: 
 
In her presentation, Prof. Johnson compared antisemitism in The Merchant of Venice, a play by W. 
Shakespeare; The Jew of Malta, a play by Christopher Marlowe; and “Taras Bulba”; a short story by 
Nikolai Gogol.    
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from: 
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/marks/semicolon.htm  
Oshima, Alice and Ann Hogue. Writing Academic English: A Writing and Sentence Structure Handbook. 

Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1991. Print. 
 
 
  

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/marks/semicolon.htm
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COLON (:) 
Generally, colons work like equal signs in mathematics (=). They establish equivalency between what comes 
before and what comes after. 

1. A colon can introduce a list: 

The causes of the U.S. Civil War were as follows: the economic domination of the North, the slavery 
issue, and the issue of states’ rights versus federal intervention. 

The study examines the following novels: Knut Hamsun’s Hunger, John Irving’s The Fourth Hand, and 
Truman Capote’s The Grass Harp. 

2. A colon may be used between main clauses when the second sentence essentially explains or 
expands on the first sentence: 

Resistance was, in fact, futile: the troop was clearly outnumbered and outgunned. 

After Masha’s death, he saw no other choice: suicide was the only possible escape from the hell of his 
memories. 

3. A colon can be used to introduce a quotation: 

Pepys wrote in his diary that he knew exactly what the King wished to do: “govern by a standing army”. 

As Albert C. Baugh and Thomas Cable state in their book, The History of the English Language: 

There is no such thing as uniformity in language. Not only does the speech of one community 
differ from that of another, but the speech of different individuals of a single community, even 
different members of the same family, is marked by individual peculiarities.  

Colons serve other purposes as well. 

1. A colon often separates the main title from the subtitle of a book, article or play (Karl Lamprecht: A Life): 
2. In American English, times of day are given in the format hour:minutes 
3. In formal letters, it is appropriate to follow the salutation with a colon, although a comma is now widely 

acceptable. A colon always follows “To whom it may concern” 

 

Capitalization 

One of the most frequently asked questions about colons is whether the word that comes after a colon should 
begin with a capital letter. It is a common – but false – assumption that in British English, the word following the 
colon is always lower case, while in American English, it is always upper case.  In fact, capitalization depends 
on the nature of the sentence. The Chicago Manual of Style (16th Edition, section 6.61) provides general 
guidelines that are generally applicable in both BE and AE. 

Within a single sentence, the word following the colon should only have a capital letter if it is a proper name. 

Cognitive linguistics highlights two fundamental processes of communication: metaphor and 
metonymy.  

Dickens contrasts the utilitarian Gradgrind with two proponents of emotion: Sissy and Louisa, who both 
follow their hearts and try to convince Gradgrind to do so as well. 
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Even if a main clause (ie. a complete sentence) follows the colon, the word following the colon is lower case. 

Austen uses irony to critique the social conventions of her time: polite conversation, manners and the 
marriage market all fall prey to her ruthless wit. 

If more than one full sentence follows the colon, the first letter of each sentence is capitalized: 

Jane faces a difficult choice at this point: If she remains with Rochester, she can keep his love but risks 
her integrity. If she leaves, she must relinquish that love to retain her independence and moral 
character. 

Participants were asked the following questions: What language do you speak with your parents? What 
language do you speak with your friends? What language do you speak with your teachers? 

The first letter following the colon is also capitalized if what follows is direct speech (in a dialogue or play) or a 
(rhetorical) question. 

HAMLET: To be, or not to be--that is the question 

Johnny wondered more than ever: Why had she never told him she was pregnant? 

If a direct quotation follows the colon, a capital letter should be used if the word is also capitalized in the original. 

While many American citizens know the first line of Canada’s national anthem, few know the second: 
“Our home and native land!” 

When a block quotation beginning with a lower-case letter follows the colon, there is no need to change the first 
letter to upper case, even if the quotation consists of more than one sentence. 

A crucial means of differentiation between West and East is the concept of ‘self’ and ‘other’, which 
Yayoi Uno Everett and Frederick Lau apply convincingly to Western music culture: 

the concepts of Orientalism, exoticism, neo-Orientalism […] expose and 
explicate how the East has been embedded in the European musical 
imaginary and how it is reified in sound. Without acknowledging the histories 
of Western music in the East, the majority of these postcolonialist analyses 
continue to implicate non-Western components as the Other situated in the 
margins of the Western/European cultural core. In the process, they inscribe 
and perpetuate the conceptual binary of self and other. (Uno Everett and Lau 
2004, xvii) 
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QUOTATION MARKS (“ ”) 
Quotation marks are primarily used to indicate material that is being reproduced word-for-word  

Use quotation marks to incorporate quotes that do not exceed four lines (MLA), five lines (Chicago) or forty 
words (APA) in your writing: 

In his novel White Noise, Don DeLillo neatly summarizes the materialist philosophy: “It’s all 
this activity in the brain and you don’t know what’s you as a person and what’s some neuron 
that just happens to fire or just happens to misfire.” 

Note that block quotations require no quotation marks. 

Direct discourse or dialogue is traditionally enclosed in quotation marks.  

“Ransomed? What’s that?” 

“I don’t know. But that’s what they do. I’ve seen it in books; and so of course that’s what we’ve 
got to do.” 

Quotation marks can be used when referring to a specific word, number or letter. (Some writers use italics or 
single quotation marks for this purpose.) 

In “know”, the initial “k” is silent, just like the “g” in “gnome”. 

Participants were instructed to rate each performance, with “1” being the highest possible 
mark and “6” the lowest. 

As an alternative to parentheses, quotation marks can be used to enclose a translation. In this case, it is 
necessary to set the translation off with commas. Note that in this case, the word in the foreign language is 
italicized. 

White translates gebildet as “cultivated” rather than “educated”, as the latter suggests a formal 
process of learning that the original German does not. 

Quotation marks are sometimes used to imply doubt or irony:  

The bus’s “climate control system” was “activated” by rolling down the one window that 
opened. 

The “methodology” consisted of typing various words into a search engine and recording the 
number of hits. 

Or to emphasize that the word or phrase is being used as a euphemism: 

The spokesman regretted the number of deaths by “friendly fire”. 

When inserted in the middle of a person’s actual name, a nickname should appear in quotation marks. 

Larry “The Shark” Harris 

Joachim “Jogi” Löw 

No quotation marks are used when giving the bynames of monarchs unless the formal name precedes 
the byname, and then the byname is usually also enclosed in parentheses: 

Charles the Fat 

Frederick the Great 
BUT 

Charles III (“the Fat”), Holy Roman Emperor 

Frederick II (“the Great”) of Prussia 
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GENERAL STYLE TOPICS 
EMOTIONAL STATES 
The following charts can be used as an inspiration when you are searching for an adjective to describe a certain 

situation or if you need to replace some of the adjectives in your text to add a little variation. 

The adjective on top of the chart describes the semantic field of the set of words below. The first row serves as 
a more general breakdown and guides to the following two rows, where you can find adjectives that are related 
to the ones in the first row, but cover different emotional intensity or variety. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

sad

guilty

remorseful

ashamed

abandoned

ignored

victimized

despair

powerless

vulnerable

depressed

inferior

empty

lonely

solitary

isolated

bored

apathetic

indifferent

happy

joyful

liberated

estatic

interested

amused

inquisitive

proud

important

confident

accepted

respected

fulfilled

powerful

provocative

courageous

peaceful

hopeful

loving

intimate

playful

sensitive

optimistic

inspired

open

fear

humiliated

ridiculed

disrespected

rejected

alienated

inadequate

submissive

insignificant

worthless

insecure

inferior

inadequate

anxious

worried

overwhelmed

scared

frightened

terrified
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anger

hurt

devastated

embarrassed

threatened

jealous

insecure

hateful

resentful

violated

mad

enraged

furious

agressive

provoked

hostile

frustrated

infuriated

irritated

distant

withdrawn

suspicious

critical

skeptical

sarcastic

surprise

startled

shocked

dismayed

confused

disillusioned

perplexed

amazed

astonished

awe

excited

eager

energetic

disgust

disapproval

judgmental

loathing

disappointed

repugnant

revolted

awful

revulsion

detesable

avoidance

aversion

hesitant
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IDIOMS IN ENGLISH AND GERMAN 
Definition 

Idioms are more or less fixed metaphorical expressions of more than one word and their meanings cannot be 

directly inferred from the literal meaning of their constituents, like for example “to let the cat out of the bag”, 

which means “to tell a secret by mistake”. 

Idioms are a subgroup of phrasemes, to which clichés, collocations and other idiomatic expressions belong. 

Because of their multi-layered meanings, connotations, overtones, grammatical and syntactical peculiarities, 

idioms can be a source of confusion and misunderstanding to non-native speakers. The distinction from 

proverbs is probably the toughest one, but keep in mind that proverbs like "Barking dogs seldom bite" are whole 

sentences that normally convey some kind of truth or knowledge. 

 

Finding the right idiom 

Idioms make language sound natural and (surprise!) idiomatic. They are an important tool to produce a well-

formulated text that appeals to native speakers. To use the right idiom, it is important to be sensible of the 

complex meaning that idioms contribute to the whole text, as well as their stylistic value and the associations 

that are attached to them. Many idioms in European languages have counterparts in others because most of 

them evolved from the same protolanguage: Indo-European. Additionally, they share a common pool of 

experience that has helped similar idioms to evolve in various languages.  

An example of completely congruent idioms would be "to play the first fiddle" and "die erste Geige spielen". Both 

the construction and meaning of these two idioms are the same. But there are also idioms that convey the same 

or nearly the same message, but have a different form, for example: "to read someone the riot act" - "jemandem 

die Leviten lesen". There are also cases in which no equivalent idiom can be found as a translation of another 

one. "To shoot the moon" is one of these.  

Most errors are surely caused by the so-called "deceptive cognates". These are idioms that at a first glance 

appear to have the same meaning, but in fact mean something totally different: "Aus der Haut fahren" does not 

mean "to jump out of one's skin," but "to fly off the handle". Similarly, “to be fed up” does not mean to be 

“vollgegessen”, but “die Nase voll haben”. 

Examples in English and German: 

Complete equivalence: 

 "to lose one's head"   -  "den Kopf verlieren"  

 "to take the bull by the horns"  - "den Stier bei den Hörnern packen"  

 

Idioms that have the same meaning and underlying intent, but use different lexical material:  

 "to be at stake"    -  "auf dem Spiel stehen"  

 "to put a good face on the matter"  -  "gute Miene zum bösen Spiel machen"  

 "(to come) like a bolt from the blue" -  "wie ein Blitz aus heiterem Himmel (kommen)"  

 

Idioms that have the same meaning and use similar semantic material: 

 "a bull in a china shop"  -  "ein Elefant im Porzellanladen"  

 "to buy a pig in a poke"   -  "die Katze im Sack kaufen"  

 "a drop in the bucket"   -  "ein Tropfen auf dem heißen Stein"  

 "to be in the wrong box"   -  "auf dem Holzweg sein"  

 "to bite the dust"    -  "ins Gras beißen"  
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Difficulties 

1. Modification errors 
Some idioms can be used in their passive form, while others cannot. It is perfectly okay to say "the brick has 
been dropped" (instead of "he dropped a brick"), but it is totally wrong to say *"the bucket was kicked by him" 
instead of "he kicked the bucket". 
 
2. Degree of politeness, style and double meanings of idioms 
Many idioms are colloquialisms that may sound out of place in an academic paper. In a children's book, pirates 
can easily "start a quarrel", but in a police report it would be better to use the stylistically superior version "to 
start an argument". 
 
3. Overtones 
Idioms have their own overtones that have to be taken into account. For example, the idiom "to spin a yarn" 
evokes seaside images, so it will sound strange if you describe a Wall Street CEO as “spinning a yarn” about 
hedge funds. 
 
 
 
 
Tip: Corpora such as the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) can be consulted to get an 

impression of how and where idioms are used. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from: 
Harald Burger: Idiomatik des Deutschen, Max Niemeyer Verlag, Tübingen 1973 
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AMERICAN VERSUS BRITISH ENGLISH STYLE  
 

Titles 

Mr., Mrs. And Ms. all take periods in American English but not in British English. You should use “Ms.” if you do 

not know the marital status of a woman you want to address or you do not know her preferred title. In the US in 

particular, it is always best to use Ms. if you are writing a woman in a position of authority. 

 

Dates 

British English omits the apostrophe in the plural form of dates (e.g. 1980s), whereas the American practice 

more often includes it (e.g. 1980’s). 

American usage puts the month first, followed by the day and then the year.  Hence 12/5/2010 means 

December 5, 2010, in American usage.  The British practice (followed in most of the world) is to put the day first, 

followed by the month.  Hence 12/5/2010 means 12th May, 2010, in British usage.  

 

Time 

British usage dictates a full stop/period between the hours and minutes when writing the time (eg, 10.30).  

American usage dictates a colon (eg, 10:30) although this is now widely used in British English, too. 

 

Quotations 

American English places commas and full stops/periods inside quotation marks, even if they are not part of the 

quotation. British style places unquoted full stops/periods and commas outside the quotation marks. For all 

other punctuation, the British and American styles are in agreement: unless the punctuation is part of the quoted 

material, it goes outside the quotation marks. 

 

Source: http://www.thepunctuationguide.com/british-versus-american-style.html      

 

There are many words and phrases which can have quite different meanings in British and American English.  

Some key ones are listed in the table below: 

 

British English American English 

presently = soon, in the future presently = now, currently 

loan is a noun; lend is a verb loan and lend = synonyms 

table an idea (to present something, to bring it to the 

table) 

table an idea (postpone) 

slated = severely criticized slated = scheduled 

scheme = program, plan (no negative connotation) scheme = devious or secret plan (negative 

connotation) 

which and that = no distinction which and that = two different words 

 

Adapted from: http://www.eia.gov/about/eiawritingstyleguide.pdf 

 

The following articles explain the differences in grammar in British and American English in more detail: 

http://www.onestopenglish.com/grammar/grammar-reference/american-english-vs-british-english/differences-in-

american-and-british-english-grammar-article/152820.article 

 

http://esl.about.com/od/toeflieltscambridge/a/dif_ambrit.html  
 
  

http://www.thepunctuationguide.com/british-versus-american-style.html
http://www.eia.gov/about/eiawritingstyleguide.pdf
http://www.onestopenglish.com/grammar/grammar-reference/american-english-vs-british-english/differences-in-american-and-british-english-grammar-article/152820.article
http://www.onestopenglish.com/grammar/grammar-reference/american-english-vs-british-english/differences-in-american-and-british-english-grammar-article/152820.article
http://esl.about.com/od/toeflieltscambridge/a/dif_ambrit.html
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FORMATTING 
MS WORD: PAGE NUMBERS (2007 AND NEWER) 
 

How to insert page numbers in MS Word 

To insert page numbers in MS Word, click on Insert [Einfügen] and then on Page Number [Seitenzahl]. Select in 
the drop down menu where on your page you want the numbers to be. Close the Header and Footer view [Kopf- 
und Fußzeile schließen] at the top right corner. The first page of your paper is now page one.  
 
If you want to start your page numbers with another number than one, such as three or four, you can double-
click on any of your page numbers to open the Header and Footer view again. Click on Page number at the top 
left corner and select Page Number Format [Seitenzahlen formatieren]. Then, click on Start at [Beginnen bei] 
below Page numbering [Seitennummerierung] and type in the number you want to start with. 

 

How to start your numbering on a specific page 

If you want to start your page numbers on a specific page, a Section Break [Abschnittsumbruch] is needed. 
First, you have to position your cursor at the end of the last page that belongs to the first section. To insert a 
page break, click on Page layout [Seitenlayout] and then on Breaks [Umbrüche]. Then, click on Next Page 

[Nächste Seite]. You may have to tell Word that you want the page numbers within the two sections to be 
treated independently from each other, depending on your settings. If you double-click on a page number within 
your second section, you will see two boxes on top of the line above or below the page number. If the box on 
the right side says Same as Previous [Wie vorherige], you have to uncheck Link to Previous [Mit vorheriger 
verknüpfen] in the header. You can now define the page number you want to start the section with in the Page 
Number Format menu by selecting Start at and typing in a number. Of course, you can also choose a different 
position or number format in every section of your document.   
 
If you only want your first page to have a different page number or none at all, you can double-click on one of 
your page numbers and check Different First Page [Erste Seite anders]. You can then type in the number you 
want or simply delete the page number on your first page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Helpful references: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeCUApavXe8  
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeCUApavXe8
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HANGING INDENTS 
 

Bibliography entries are usually formatted with hanging indents (hängender Einzug) to eliminate the need for 

blank lines between entries, like this: 

 
Davies, J. D. Gentlemen and Tarpaulins: The Officers and Men of the Restoration Navy.  New York: Clarendon 

Press of Oxford University, 1991. 

Hirst, Derek M. "Freedom, Revolution and Beyond," in J. H. Hexter, ed., Parliament and Liberty from the Reign 
of Elizabeth to the English Civil War. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992. 

To make a hanging indent in Word, you have three options.  You can set the indent to a negative number on the 
page layout (Seitenlayout) menu. You can also simply move the top marker on the ruler at the top of the page 
farther to the left. Unfortunately, both of these options affect your left page margin and may make the formatting 
look strange. To avoid changing the left margin, highlighting your bibliography entries and right-click to get a 
menu of options. Choose Paragraph (Absatz) and then, in the Indentation (Einzug) box, use the pull-down menu 
under Special (Sondereinzug) to select Hanging (hängend). The standard indent is ½ inch or 1,25 cm. 
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APPLICATION ESSAYS AND PROPOSALS 
WRITING A LETTER OF MOTIVATION: 

A good letter of motivation explains why this opportunity will benefit you and what you can bring to the 
organization. 

 It is often helpful to frame your essay around a particular experience that helped you to realize 
important truths about your direction in life. Consider starting with such an anecdote. 

 Remember that the people reading your application are looking for a good “fit” – they want to know 
what you will bring to the program, not just what it will offer you. You want your essay to entice them to 
learn more about you. 

 Use your essay to tell a story in which the next logical step is the program you are applying for (student 
teaching, studying abroad, etc.). 

 Don’t just declare your passions. Instead, explain how they developed and why you want to pursue 
them further – and how this program or opportunity will allow you to do so.  Similarly, demonstrate your 
academic interests with examples of work you have done. 

 Discuss unique aspects of the program that have particular meaning to you.  For example, many 
universities offer students the chance to attend seminars on subjects outside their own college or 
department; how would you take advantage of this opportunity?  You might also indicate interest in 
joining particular clubs that don’t exist in the same form in Germany.  If you are applying to teach, 
remember that you will be able to interact with other teachers as well as students, so present yourself 
as a good colleague. 

 Do not complain about the deficiencies of your home institution. No one wants a complainer. 

 Avoid telling the admissions staff too much about their own institution.  They already know how great 
they are and you do not want to sound like someone who is more interested in their reputation than 
their programs. If you want to mention specific facilities that interest you, point out how they will be of 
particular use or interest to you rather than simply praising them. 

 Similarly, avoid telling them how great you are – that job belongs to the professors who are writing your 
letters of recommendation. Instead, tell them what you learned from particular experiences. 

Writing tips: 

 If you can make your point with fewer words, do it. 

 Make every sentence count! 

 Whenever possible, use a concrete word instead of a vague term; highlight a specific experience 
instead of a general lesson; and balance use of active and passive voice. 

 Proofread, proofread, proofread!!!  A grammatical error is excusable for a non-native speaker, but a 
typo is sloppy and indicates carelessness. 
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WRITING A NARRATIVE CURRICULUM VITAE: 
 

The purpose of the narrative CV is to explain how you came to point you are now - why you made the 
choices you made and how they influenced your decision to apply for this program.  Think of it as a 
personal or intellectual biography that gives a sense of who you are as an individual.   

 You do not need to repeat information that you have already listed somewhere else on the application. 
Instead, you need to interpret relevant experiences and show how they shaped you as a person (so 
instead of writing “I won an award for school council service in 2008”, write “My experiences as a 
school council member not only taught me a great deal about cooperation and negotiation but also 
made me realize how much I enjoy working as part of a team.”) 

 Unless your parents’ occupations, the location of your birth, the elementary school you attended or the 
number of siblings you have are important for some other point you want to make, you can safely leave 
them out. 

 Many, many CVs begin with “My name is… and I was born …” If you can think of another way to start, 
do so.  

 Don’t be afraid to include personal anecdotes.  You want to make your CV unique. 

 Explain why you like your hobbies and what you have learned from them rather than simply listing 
them. 

 Don’t feel like you have to articulate a concrete career goal unless you are pursuing a teaching degree 
and applying for a teaching assistantship. 

Writing tips: 

 If you can make your point with fewer words, do it. 

 Make every sentence count! 

 Whenever possible, use a concrete word instead of a vague term; highlight a specific experience 
instead of a general lesson; and balance use of active and passive voice. 

 Proofread, proofread, proofread!!!  A grammatical error is excusable for a non-native speaker, but a 
typo is sloppy and indicates carelessness. 
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POTENTIALLY USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES: 
 

 My experience as …. convinced me that …  

 I discovered/realized that… 

 My responsibilities as … have taught me 
about the importance of… 

 I am eager to 
apply/hone/develop/consolidate my skills as 
a …. in a new setting 

 It will be a pleasure to exchange ideas 
with/interact with/learn from/gain insights 
from… 

 … take advantage of opportunities to… 

 … explore/develop/expand/cultivate my 
strong interest in… 

 I welcome the opportunity to… 

 … experience X allowed/encouraged/ 
permitted/taught me to… 

 I envision for myself a career in… 

 I gained a sense of… 

 … sharpened my desire to/interest in… 

 I look forward to… 

 I am confident I will gain/learn/benefit/profit 
from … 

 What draws me most to … is… 

 … I gained an appreciation of/new insight 
into… 

 This program presents me with the 
valuable/unique opportunity to… 

 I am excited about … 

 This program would expose me/challenge 
me to … 

 I am particularly interested in/have a keen 
interest in… 

 Experience/Project/Job X demonstrated 
that I could combine my interests/passions 
…. 

 I realized I have a knack for… 

 … comes naturally to me … 

 … deepened my appreciation 
for/understanding of 

 I want to develop a firm foundation in… 

 The program appeals to me/attracts 
me/intrigues me because… 

 I hope to contribute to/offer/share… 

 

 
Can’t find what you are looking for? 
Try the Academic Phrasebank at http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/ 

  

http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/
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WRITING A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR 
MASTER’S PROGRAMS IN THE UK 
 

In the UK, Master’s programs tend to take less time than in the US – mostly between nine to twelve months. In 
line with this short duration, Master's programs are quite focused in the UK in contrast to the breadth American 
universities provide. Therefore, British universities emphasize the academic side of your application more than 
the extra-curricular side, which is equally important for American universities. Such activities are good to have 
on your application because they demonstrate that there is more to you than your subject, and show that you 
have achieved your impressive academic results despite doing other things with your life. However, they are 
certainly not the most important aspect of the application or a factor that will swing the decision in your favor. 
Therefore, a Statement of Purpose (SoP) written for a British university should be quite specific about the 
academic program and the discipline you are applying for.  

British universities value students who are exceptionally talented in one particular subject and who have put 
their efforts into developing their knowledge and skills in a specific discipline. Accordingly, a Statement of 
Purpose for a British university should be deeply subject-focused, showcasing your interest in the subject, your 
academic knowledge and your ability to think in the right way about it. It explains your desire to study the subject 
and how it fits in with your long-term aims. Moreover, it should show what you have done to pursue your interest 
in the subject beyond the classroom: how your other interests support and complement your studies. This last 
section is particularly important for practical courses, such as medicine and engineering, as you need to 
convince tutors that you really have gone out of your way to find out what your chosen career entails in practice 
as well as in theory. 

Put simply, British universities expect to read your answers to the following questions:  

 Why do you want to study the course you are applying for? 

 Why will you excel at this course? 

 How have you prepared to study the course/subject? 

 Once you finish studying, what do you plan to do with your knowledge? What are your future goals? 

 Why do you want to study in their university?  

In order to answer these questions smoothly, it is important to have a clear structure throughout your SoP.  

Begin with a powerful opening statement of why you wish to study a particular course.  

Follow a clear structure. The word 'purpose' normally means 'what you want to do,' however, it has a 

secondary meaning, which is the quality of knowing 'that you want to do something'. Purpose in this sense 
means having a direction, and it is essential that your statement of purpose shows that you do have a direction 
and know both where you are going and how you can best get there.  

Roughly speaking, a good statement of purpose will usually have the following structure: 

Your Past. Your SoP how your studies at undergraduate level and at graduate level, as well as any other 

work or study experience, has prepared you for the course of study that you wish to take.  

Your Proposed Course of Study. Your SoP reveals a logical continuation of your studies/work to date and 
preparation you for your future career. You want the committee to see that this specific program is the 
next logical step in your biography.  

Your Future Career. Accordingly, you should show how the proposed course of study is valuable or 
essential for your future, and should have some logical connection to what went before. 

NOTE: This structure does not mean that you cannot or should not be innovative. In fact, it is important to 
be creative to impress the reader. Yet, no matter how innovative your SoP is, the elements and the 
connection among the elements should be present and clear to the reader. 
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How Much Detail to Provide. Graduate schools often have a word limit for the SoPs they prefer to receive. 

This forces candidates to be selective about the details they would like to include. There are important factors 
while thinking about selection.  

 Keep to the word limit 

Bear in mind that academics have to do an awful lot of reading, not only of statements of purpose but also of 
essays and theses. If you can't keep to the word limit for a statement of purpose, they may be worrying that you 
will write a 450 page thesis when 150 pages was the limit. Writing too much is never a way to make yourself 
popular. If a limit is given, it is good to set yourself a personal maximum limit of 10-15% less than that. And do 
not feel you have to fill a word limit. If you have said all you want to in 700 words and the limit is 1000, great! 
Stop. Do not go looking for verbiage to pack in the spaces. 

 Set yourself section word limits 

If you have 800 words, keep in mind how many you want to spend on each section of your statement. If you 
use 750 words describing your studies to date, you will have nothing left for the other sections. By setting 
yourself rough word limits for each part, you ensure that the statement is balanced. 

 Be selective 

Remember that the ability to evaluate and select what to include and what to leave out is valuable academic 
skill in its own right, and demonstrating that you have that skill can count powerfully in your favor. Cutting all but 
the most crucial information may hurt but you have to be ruthless. Do not duplicate information that you 
indicated in the application package. For instance, if you wrote that you graduated from high school in 2010 in 
your CV, you can leave that out in your SoP.  

 Use appropriate language 

Obviously you need to show you have a good command of the English language: avoid slang, use vocabulary 
appropriate to your field and show that you can write a sentence of more than five words. At the same time, do 
not start looking for long words to impress your reader. If an ordinary word will do, do not go thesaurus-hunting 
for a bigger one, not least because you may use it incorrectly. 

Final Tips: 

 Devote plenty of time to tweaking, rethinking and, on occasion, rewriting whole sections of your statement. 
By revisiting it frequently you will ensure a coherent and up-to-date account of your interests.  

 Seek advice. Writing about yourself will undoubtedly be a strange experience, but as your teachers will also 
have to write a reference supporting your application, they should be able to help you to strike the right 
tone. 

 Be original. The key lies in the word “personal”. Avoid clichéd statements and quotations and, where 
possible, do not shower your statement with superlatives, which can sound artificial. A natural tone will be 
far more effective and convincing than overblown accounts of “passion” and “life-changing” experiences. 
Avoid humor.  

 Be specific. Back up your statements with precise examples of books you have read or work experience 
you have carried out. 

 Make sure you do or have done everything mentioned in your personal statement. This is important when 
applying for universities which may call you for interview.  

 
Adapted from: 
http://caw.ceu.edu/writing-a-statement-of-purpose  

http://www.princetonreview.com/grad-school-advice/statement-of-purpose 

http://www.deccanherald.com/content/63823/write-winning-statement-purpose.html 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationadvice/8765998/Writing-your-university-personal-statement-It-

doesnt-have-to-be-poetry....html 

https://www.oxford-royale.co.uk/articles/uk-american-university-applications-differences.html 

  

http://caw.ceu.edu/writing-a-statement-of-purpose
http://www.princetonreview.com/grad-school-advice/statement-of-purpose
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/63823/write-winning-statement-purpose.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationadvice/8765998/Writing-your-university-personal-statement-It-doesnt-have-to-be-poetry....html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationadvice/8765998/Writing-your-university-personal-statement-It-doesnt-have-to-be-poetry....html
https://www.oxford-royale.co.uk/articles/uk-american-university-applications-differences.html
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WRITING A RESEARCH PROPOSAL FOR PHD 
PROGRAMS IN THE UK 
 

In the UK, a PhD generally takes three to four years to complete. Often, there is no course requirement for the 
completion of a PhD. The PhD training is devoted to a large extent to the writing of a dissertation. The lack of 
course requirements during the PhD studies means that you are not only expected be academically ready to 
carry out original research at the PhD level, but also that you should have a feasible plan about your proposed 
PhD project before starting the program. Grades, test results, letters of recommendation and writing samples 
are all revealing indicators of your academic assets and readiness for doctoral work. However, the research 
proposal is the essential application document which persuades the admission committee of your academic 
qualifications and the feasibility of a PhD project at a specific university. Accordingly, a research proposal 
should prove that you have the necessary background knowledge about the field in which you want to earn a 
PhD.    

In order to be persuasive, it is important to come up with a clear structure in presenting your research proposal: 
 

Main argument or research question. To begin with, for most projects there is usually one main 

question or argument that you would like to address, which can sometimes be broken down into 
several sub-questions or sub-arguments. In the first part of your research proposal, you need to state 
your main research question(s), explain its significance, and locate it within the relevant literature 
(remembering to refer only to research that is directly relevant to your proposal). You will probably 
need to address questions such as: 
 

 What is the general area in which you will be working and what specific aspect(s) of that area 
will be your focus of inquiry? 

 What are the fields of criticism and scholarship that you would like to contribute to? 

 If you are working with primary sources, what are they? 

 What is the problem, shortcoming, or gap in this area that you would like to address? 

 What is the main research question or aim that you want to address? 

 What are the specific objectives for the proposed research that follow from this? 

 Why is the proposed research significant and why does it matter (either theoretically or 
practically)? 

 Is your research timely, innovative and/or responding to a new trend? 
 

Your approach. Subsequently, you will need to explain how you will go about answering your question 

(or achieving your aim), and why you will use your intended approach to address the question or aim. 
This is a chance to show your understanding of the background against which your research will be 
defined. Questions you might need to cover include:  
 

 What steps will you take and what methods will you use to address your question? 

 What theories will you utilize? 

 What specific primary and secondary research you will draw on? 

 If your project involves an experimental approach, what specific hypothesis or hypotheses will 
you address?   

 What relevant skills/experience do you have with the methods proposed? Do you have the 
linguistic (foreign languages), technical and social experience?    

 Are there any potential problems / difficulties that you foresee that might affect your rate of 
progress? 

 Do you plan to do any archival research or lab work? If so, have you secured access to the 
sources and equipment you need?  
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Original outcomes. Having presented your main research question and the ways to answer your 

question, you need to say something about the expected outcomes of your project. You need to 
explain the possible original contribution of your work, by answering questions such as: 

 How, for example, does it make a contribution to knowledge? 

 How does it advance theoretical understanding? 

 How might it contribute to policy or practice?   

Timetable. In the end, you will need to provide a rough timeline for the completion of your research to 

show that the project is feasible (given the facilities and resources required) in no more than three 
years of full-time study (or part-time equivalent) for a PhD. If you plan to carry out research at other 
institutions, you will need to justify their necessity.  

 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND: 

Keep to the word limit. Different universities have different word limits. Always stay within!   

Proofread, proofread and proofread. When you have written a first draft, check whether any of your phrases 

are wordy or clumsy. Try to re-express them clearly and succinctly. While it is sometimes good to use longer 
sentences, don't ramble. If your sentence has more than 30 words, read it over and see if it would be better to 
split it into two. Reading aloud may help you to judge whether your ideas are clearly expressed. Mistakes and 
typos leave a bad impression on the selection committee.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from: 
http://www.reading.ac.uk/gs-researchproposal.aspx 
http://www.ed.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.105984!/fileManager/HowToWriteProposal.pdf 
http://caw.ceu.edu/writing-a-statement-of-purpose  
http://www.english.cam.ac.uk/admissions/graduate/research_prop.htm 
 
 
  

http://www.reading.ac.uk/gs-researchproposal.aspx
http://www.ed.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.105984!/fileManager/HowToWriteProposal.pdf
http://caw.ceu.edu/writing-a-statement-of-purpose
http://www.english.cam.ac.uk/admissions/graduate/research_prop.htm
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WRITING A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR PHD 
STUDIES IN THE US 
 

A PhD program in the US almost always receives more applications than the number of students it admits. This 
forces graduate schools to select students. In the selection process, graduate schools and advisors aim to admit 
doable PhD projects that fit their research portfolio and will enhance their reputation later on. Although it is often 
difficult to foresee candidates’ performance during and after graduate school, admission committees still target 
PhD students who are academically and personally the ‘right’ match for the program in question. This attempt to 
prescreen candidates brings out the need to communicate with applicants. 

The application package is the primary communication tool between the graduate school and the candidate. It 
not only communicates your wish to attend the graduate school but also your readiness to undertake graduate 
studies in a specific field. Grades, test results, letters of recommendation and writing samples are all revealing 
indicators of your academic readiness. Yet, you need more than a glowing academic background to be fit for a 
graduate school. Regardless of your field and research setting – lab, seminar or the common room – a graduate 
school (like the academic world in general) is a lively venue for academic discussions. Accordingly, graduate 
schools need communicative students who can express their ideas and objectives clearly and elegantly. As the 
documents that illustrate your academic assets such as grades or test results are often not revealing about your 
communicative skills, you need to demonstrate these skills and objectives through Statement of Purpose (SoP). 
The Statement of Purpose allows you to demonstrate your enthusiasm and background knowledge about the 
field of the PhD program in question, but most importantly, it offers a venue for you to outline your research 
objectives during your PhD studies in a less formal way. By illustrating the way you express your personal and 
academic background, the statement of purpose enables the committee to better estimate your academic and 
personal suitability for the PhD program in question. 

Accordingly, a PhD SoP roughly answers the following questions: 

 What do you want to study at graduate school? 

 What experience do you have in your field? 

 Why do you want to study at this specific institution? 

 What do you plan to do with your degree once you have it? 

Alternatively, some universities ask the abovementioned questions in the form of prompts. For instance, the 
History department at the University of California Berkeley expects applicants to write a SoP as follows: 

Describe your aptitude and motivation for graduate study in your area of specialization, 
including your preparation for this field of study, your academic plans or research interests in 
your chosen area of study, and your future career goals. Be specific about why UC Berkeley 
would be a good intellectual fit for you. 

Whether they pose questions or prompts, PhD programs expect a clearly outlined research plan from 
candidates in line with the objective to produce original research. 

Research Objectives. As indicated before, a PhD program is about research – conducting your own research 

and making an original contribution to your chosen field. That is why your readers want to know what kind of 
research ambitions you have. If you know what kind of research you would like to do right down to your 
approach, great! But many applicants have not had the chance to fully develop a research project for graduate 
school before getting there, so instead, pose the questions you are interested in exploring. By writing questions, 
you demonstrate that you already think like a researcher instead of a student.  
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Research Experience. Why do you need to write about your research experience? This section is not 

necessarily about demonstrating your research skills. Instead, graduate committees want to see that you have 
explored what it is like to commit to a life of research in your particular field, and that your desire to pursue a 
graduate degree is based on an informed decision. Committees would much rather accept those who have 
already seen what they are getting into. So remember to communicate not only what you were researching and 
the role you played in the lab but also what you found interesting and exciting about it. What about a particular 
research experience left you wanting more? By demonstrating a real motivation for research, you are showing 
your readers that you have the drive to get you through a long program. If you are writing or have written an 
honors thesis, be sure to include that information! 

Research Program. It is absolutely crucial to talk about why the particular program to which you are applying is 

a good fit for you and for the work you want to do. The biggest factor here is faculty. Which particular faculty 
members would you like to work with? Usually, this means they are working on something similar to your own 
research interests. Sometimes you might want to work with faculty who are not doing research exactly like yours 
but instead on research that would inform or speak to your work. Aside from faculty, consider the resources 
available at the university (labs, archives, centers), opportunities available to graduate students (funding, 
conference and research travel support, teaching opportunities), and partnerships (between the 
university/program and other academic, government, and non-government institutions relevant to your 
interests). 

Future Perspectives. Finally, it is always a good idea to elaborate on what you would like to achieve with the 
degree. Do you want to work for a specific sector? Would you prefer NGOs?  

Though the above describes the essential components of the statement of purpose, if possible, it is nice to 
conclude with a paragraph describing what you bring to the table. This might be academic – another major or 
area of study that would add a new voice to the conversation in your field. It might be personal – something 
about your background or experiences that would bring an interesting perspective to work your field.  

 

Please note: 

Unless a program says otherwise, aim for 2-3 page essays (double spaced). Start drafting early and do not write 
alone. You are welcome to bring your SoP drafts to the Writing Resources Center.  

Ultimately, the process of writing the statement of purpose is a process of self-discovery in which many 
applicants figure out for the first time why they really want to go into a PhD program and what they want to do 
when they get there. Starting the drafting process as early as possible can be helpful in more ways than one. 
 

 

 
Adapted from: 

http://www.princetonreview.com/grad-school-advice/statement-of-purpose 

http://college.artsci.wustl.edu/pre_grad/statement-purpose 

http://history.berkeley.edu/graduate/admissions-prompts-0 
  

http://www.princetonreview.com/grad-school-advice/statement-of-purpose
http://college.artsci.wustl.edu/pre_grad/statement-purpose
http://history.berkeley.edu/graduate/admissions-prompts-0
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WRITING A CV/RESUME AND COVER(ING) 
LETTER 

 
Basics: a CV or resume 

 Describes your educational background and work history 

 Presents your abilities 

 Highlights your experience 

 Demonstrates your organizational and communications skills 

A cover(ing) letter (cover letter in AE, covering letter in BE) 

 Explains your interest in the position 

 Shows how your skills and experience fit the job requirements 

 Markets you as a potential colleague  

CV or resume – what’s the difference? 

 In the UK, Ireland and Australia, a CV and a resume are essentially the same thing 

 In the US, a resume is the standard document; a CV is a special form of resume used mainly by academics 
applying for positions in teaching or research 

National variations 

 US 
resume 

US CV UK/Ireland CV Australian resume 

Length 1 page, 2 
if 
necessary 

3-5 pages 1 page, 2 if necessary As long as needed 
(comprehensive) 

Format Reverse chronological order 
Sentence fragments with action 
verbs 

Reverse chronological order 
List of responsibilities/skills 
Some full sentences 

Information No birth date, no marital status 
Nationality optional 
No mention of driving license 
No grades 

Include birth date, driving 
license and nationality 
Marital status optional 
Indicate grades and UK/Irish 
equivalents 

Include birth date and 
nationality 
Indicate grades and AU 
equivalents 
No marital status or driving 
license 

 

What to do and what not to do 

Do 

Choose a clear, readable format 

Vary your descriptions 

Highlight your skills 

Be honest 

Describe employers if needed 

Include all contact information 

Proofread!! 

Don’t 

Use lots of fonts and styles 

Simply list the positions you held 

Overdo your responsibilities 

Make up information 

State the obvious 

Use a cute e-mail address 
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Different structures 

Skills-based resume/CV: 

 lists your jobs in the order of relevance to the job you are applying for 

 is not comprehensive 

 may have a section called “Key Strengths” which lists your capabilities and gives evidence that you actually 
possess them: 

o Five years’ experience in customer service in hotels and restaurants 
o Excellent presentation skills developed by running monthly workshops 

 often useful if the job you seek does not “match” your educational background 

Optional bits 

Career objective (if you are applying for an internship) 
Shows that you have a clear idea of the skills you hope to gain 
Professional objective (if you are applying for a job) 
Describes your ideal job and the kind of workplace environment you like 
Useful if you are not applying for a specific position 

Cover(ing) letter 

 Indicates your interest in the position 

 Covers all the information required by the announcement 

 Attests to your qualifications for the job 

 Frames your experiences in terms of how you seized opportunities to learn new skills 

 Highlights responsibilities 

 Does not overdo achievements 

 Offers to provide further information 

 Shows what a good writer you are! 

Format 

On paper: one-half to two-thirds of a page in length (plus your contact information and the address of the employer) 
By e-mail: text about the same length, in the body of the e-mail (not as an attachment) 
Clear paragraph breaks 
Formal style 

Structure 

 Opening: which job you are applying for, where you saw it advertised, why it sounds right for you, when 
you can start work 

 Second paragraph: specifics on why the position and the company/organization appeal to you. Praise them 
for what they do, not for their reputation 

 Third paragraph: what you have to offer. As far as possible, show how your skills and experience are 
directly related to the competencies mentioned in the advertisement 

 Closing: Indicate your availability for an interview and thank the addressee for considering your 
application. You may also offer to provide references or further information. 

Formalities 

Do everything you can to find a real person to address your letter to. If the announcement says to send the 
application to a secretary, do so. Do not address it to the company director instead. 
If you can’t find a real person, choose a formal, neutral salutation like “Dear Sir or Madam:“ or “To whom it may 
concern:” 
Unless you are sending your letter as an e-mail, sign the letter and print your full name underneath 
For electronic submissions, indicate which documents are attached in your closing. On paper, include an enclosure 
line at the bottom. 

National differences 
US cover letters may be quite proactive: “I will call next week to discuss the possibility of an interview.” 
UK covering letters have different closings depending on the addressee: 

 Letters addressed to a specific person end with “Yours sincerely,” 

 Letters addressed to persons unknown end with “Yours faithfully,” 
UK and Australian covering letters may have a subject line in bold: 

RE: Application for (position) 
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General tips 

• Do your homework. Research the company or organization and mention specific aspects that appeal to you 
• Be as specific and concrete as possible 
• Talk the talk. If the job announcement is written in hip language, you can write in a more relaxed tone; if the 

announcement asks for go-getters, you can brag about your accomplishments; if the announcement uses lots of 
management jargon, you can, too. 

• Proofread as if your success depends on it. It may. 
• If you have a gender-neutral name for English speakers, indicate your gender as unobtrusively as possible 

Working with templates 

• Write up a master resume with every single job, presentation, volunteer position, internship, etc. and all the 
responsibilities you had, skills you developed and awards you received 

• Build different resumes/CVs to fit different kinds of jobs 
• Design a cover(ing) letter template that you can adapt to specific positions 
• Make a list of items to check before you send the application off (all names changed, correct closing, proper 

salutation, etc.) 

Evaluating your work 

Ask people you trust to proofread and critique your application materials 
• BUT – take their own background and experience into account. Someone who works for a large firm 

may give you very different advice than a civil servant or an academic would. 
Try to imagine the worst possible interpretation for each item on your resume or CV and make sure it is not 
really bad 

• Hobbies: reading, travel, creative writing = introverted escapist 
• Retail sales assistant: Esprit, Benetton, Bree, Mango = kept getting fired 

 

Useful resources: 

University of Kent Career and Employability Services: 
https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/cv/cvexamples.htm 

Australia Youth Central: 
http://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/jobs-careers/applying-for-jobs 

Harvard Career Services: 
http://ocs.fas.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/undergrad_resumes_and_cover_letters.pdf?m=1438110947 

Trinity College Dublin Careers Advisory Service: 
http://www.tcd.ie/Careers/students/jobsearch/apply/ 
 
  

https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/cv/cvexamples.htm
http://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/jobs-careers/applying-for-jobs
http://ocs.fas.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/undergrad_resumes_and_cover_letters.pdf?m=1438110947
http://www.tcd.ie/Careers/students/jobsearch/apply/
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USEFUL TOOLS AND OTHER GUIDES 
GOOGLE BOOKS NGRAM VIEWER  
What is the Google books NGram Viewer? 

The Google books NGram Viewer (see books.google.com/ngrams) is a tool that operates on the basis of the 

Google books corpus. It displays a graph showing how frequent search terms occur within this vast corpus over 

the course of time. You can see the occurrence rate on the y-axis and the selected period of time on the x-axis. 

This tool is especially helpful if you are working in the field of corpus linguistics and want to know how often a 

certain word or expression was used at a certain time in history.  

 

Tips on how to use the Google books Ngram Viewer 

Search terms:   

Instead of entering only a single search term, you can compare the frequency of several words by separating 

them with a comma. The NGram Viewer will then show a graph for each of them in one diagram. You can also 

enter expressions or collocations to see when and how often these strings of words were used over time.  

 

Search settings:   

You can refine your search by defining the time span in which you want the NGram Viewer to show the results. 

The narrower the range is, the more details you can see. By selecting a certain corpus such as “American 

English” or “British English”, you can also localize your results.  

 

Graphs:  

The number you can select in the drop-down menu behind “with smoothing of” defines the years that are added 

to the average on either “side” of a respective year shown in the diagram. If you select 3, the average for the 

year 1950 will be calculated by dividing the data from 1947 – 1953 (1950 +/- 3) by 7. The higher the number, the 

smoother the graph. You can either use it to smoothen the graph if you want it to look less spiky or the other 

way around. If you select 0, you will only see the “raw data” without any smoothing.   

Note: For more information and tips on advanced usage click on About Ngram Viewer at the bottom right corner 

of the website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from:  

https://books.google.com/ngrams/info  

https://books.google.com/ngrams/info
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OUT OF THE WRC 
Come Prepared 

You do not have to bring along a text when you come in for an appointment. You are welcome to ask general 

questions about writing or present a vague outline of a term paper idea. It is, however, important to come to the 

Writing Resources Center prepared in order to reap the most benefit. If you do bring a text, we suggest you print 

it out since editing longer portions of text on a laptop screen has proven to be inefficient. Another option is to 

make two identical print-outs of your text, as this allows both the WRC staffer and yourself to look at the same 

portions of text simultaneously and to jot down corrections, thereby limiting the number of potential 

misunderstandings.  

 
Prioritize with respect to what you believe are the most dire issues with your text and get the WRC staffer to 

focus on those – that way you ensure that the time spent in the WRC is utilized most efficiently. If you have 

specific grammar or style-related questions, highlight the relevant words or passages in advance. If your 

questions tend toward the structural and argumentative, feel free to bring any number of pages to read on the 

spot.  

Plan Ahead 

Texts generally get better in increments, not in one fell swoop. It is helpful to bring successive versions of the 

same text to the WRC in a series of visits. We suggest you plan on making two appointments at the WRC to 

fine-tune a text before any deadline. 

Don’t Overthink 

At the WRC, you do not need to worry about presenting your argument as you would in a presentation – there is 

no need to have a list of bullet points ready or to have a perfect grasp of the terminology you are using. You will 

not be graded in the WRC and the content of all conversations is kept in confidence.  

What We Do 

WRC staffers are, in effect, test audiences for your work. We ask the questions readers might ask, express 

confusion about points that are not clearly explained and suggest ways you can get your message across more 

effectively. We can also point out grammar and style mistakes and answer your questions about writing 

conventions and formal aspects of different text types. 

In the end, though, you are the best judge of your instructor’s expectations and you know the topic and your 

sources best of all. We can only give you a sense of how effectively you have communicated your ideas to the 

reader, not how well you meet some requirements. Therefore, the WRC is not a magic bullet: having a member 

of the WRC look over a draft will not guarantee a passing grade in any given course. Instead, what you give us 

to work with determines the outcome of the consultation. Finally, the WRC cannot arbitrate in squabbles 

between students and instructors. You yourself have to ensure that you cater to your instructor’s preferences 

and stipulations. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 
Common misspellings: 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/common-misspellings  

 
Phrasebank at the University of Manchester: 

 http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/  

 
Phrasebank at the University of Bradford: 

 http://www.brad.ac.uk/wimba-files/skill-space/academic_writing_essays/essay_structure/page_05.htm  

 
Synonyms: 

  http://www.synonym.com    

   
Antonyms: 

 http://www.synonym.com/antonyms  

  
Synonyms, antonyms and related words: 

http://www.thesaurus.com/  

 
Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): 

  http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/  

 
Collocations: 

http://www.ozdic.com/  

 
The Words Associations Network: 

http://wordassociations.net/  

 
Example sentences: 

http://sentence.yourdictionary.com/  

 
Google books Ngram Viewer: 

https://books.google.com/ngrams  

 
Comprehensive writing guides: 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 

http://www.coventry.ac.uk/study-at-coventry/student-support/academic-support/centre-for-academic-

writing/support-for-students/academic-writing-resources/ 
 
Discipline-specific writing: 

http://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/brief-guides-writing-disciplines 

 

Writing in the natural sciences 

http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/pub/the-science-of-scientific-writing/1 

 
Common usage issues 

http://public.wsu.edu/~brians/errors/errors.html 

 
 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/common-misspellings
http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/
http://www.brad.ac.uk/wimba-files/skill-space/academic_writing_essays/essay_structure/page_05.htm
http://www.synonym.com/
http://www.synonym.com/antonyms
http://www.thesaurus.com/
http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/
http://www.ozdic.com/
http://wordassociations.net/
http://sentence.yourdictionary.com/
https://books.google.com/ngrams
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
http://www.coventry.ac.uk/study-at-coventry/student-support/academic-support/centre-for-academic-writing/support-for-students/academic-writing-resources/
http://www.coventry.ac.uk/study-at-coventry/student-support/academic-support/centre-for-academic-writing/support-for-students/academic-writing-resources/
http://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/brief-guides-writing-disciplines
http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/pub/the-science-of-scientific-writing/1
http://public.wsu.edu/~brians/errors/errors.html

